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MR. MULLANE: Mr. Vice President, perhaps un lndly, 
your last visit to Europe' was described as a public : relations 

rather than a purposeful ' d~ploma~ic mission. 

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Who described it that way? 
What unfair critic is it? 

I • 
MR. MULLANE: But!how would you describe your 

trip to Ireland? Does that come into the category of·a 
public re+ations exercise? 

THE VICE PRESIDENT: It comes into the category 
of touching base , with a strong, staunch friend, and explaining 
the u.s. position on very important matters, hearing first-hand 
from the "Prime Minis~er and others ~reland's position. I 
resent that suggestion that, when somebody- doe"s that, that that 
is pure public relatio~9. ;The United States must consult. 
Our last visit resulted in some concrete changes in intermediate 
nuclea~ force position. And so I guess anytim~ you try to do -
anything, . somebody is going to make that comment that it is 
I do not think it was the public perception. It should not 
be of this trip. 
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MR. MULLANE: It could be said critically, perhaps, 
of United States policy and the Irish question that you 
articulate all the right noises about peaceful solutions, 
but that you say, "Sort it o~t,yourselves,1t which tends to push 
the problem over to Irelang and Britain. Is there any more --

. THE VICE PRESIDENT: (Inaudible. ) 

MR. MULLANE: Is there any more meaningful role 
. that 

I • 

THE VICE PRESIDE T: (ma.udiOle. L 

MR. MULLA E: Is there any more meaningful role 
• that the United States can play directly in the --

THE VICE PRESIDE~T: If asked by the parties, . 
I suppose their would be. But the suggestion that your 
question connotes to me -- connotates to me is that we should 
sit here as though we are dealing with some marionettes, and 
try torintervene in this matter. kId I do not think that is 
ri~ht. That is not our concept of diplomacy. And it is not 
our concept of how a friend should behave. we would be 
quite resentful if Mr. Fitzgerald came over here and started 
telling us how to solve some problem here. 

MR. MULLANE: Perhaps, unkindly picking up 
your use of manipulating ma~ionettes -- there has be~n a lot 
of criticism in Ireland of your Central American policy_ 

THE VICE PRESIDENT: All across Europe. 

• MR. MULLANE: And~ . indeed, the E. C. Heads of 
Government ·urged a policy; last weekend at Stuttgart, of 
non-interference in Central America. \{hat is your response 
to that? ./ ... , . ./ . ". 

; 

THE VICE PRESIDENT: .. Our reponse is: we need 
to do a little educating, because we are supporting democratic 
institutions, democratic ideals. Eighty percent of the people 
in El Salvador are going to the polls. We think there is 
an underestimation. Most people in Europe do not know that 
three dollars out of every four we give El Salvador goes to 
economic aid. There is a misunderstanding over there of 
our intention. ._ 

. But I would think, when they understand and 
~ think it is clearer now after those Libyan airplanes -
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rtL~~ I dO not ~now. But I will tell you one thing. I know the President well enough to know ~hat, if there is any possible way for him to do that, he would love it. And he would be well received there. And it is in his • soul. It is more than just politics or what he ought to do. What he would like to do, what he would love to do is right there. So I do not know. I,cannot help you on the detail. But I know enough to tell t~e people in Ireland that our President would love that .. 

MR. MULLANE: Mr. Vice President, thank you very much, indeed. 

THE . VICE P~SIDENT: Not at all. We are looking forward to going there .. 

MR. MULuLl-.1E: 

. .. 
- # 

• • 
Thank you. 

* * * -- .. I' 
MR. KALBUS: Mr. Vice President, what is the political purpose especially of your meeting with Chancellor Kohl? 

r THE VICE PRESIDENT: Just as the meetings that I had with him here and that, more importantly, our President had, it will be to get upnated on the state-of-play in Euro~e~ The visit, itself -- you might say -- is somewhat ceremonial, because we are there in Krefeld to pay homage to the 300th year of emigration from Germany to the United States. We need to emphasize the democratic values that join us. So it is mainly that. 

But in talking to Chancellor Kohl, if he has not changed in the last three weeks and I do not expect he has -- or months since he has .been h~re, frank give-and-take and exchange on issues affecting Germany, and clearly be prepared.to answer questions about any U.S. policy around the world. . ." 

MR. KALBUS: Will y~u- have any special message to Mr. Khol for his visit in Moscow? 

THE VICE PRESIDENT: ' No. But I will be sharing with him our latest judgment on things, and asking him for his judgment as to how he sees the chance for peace that we all want, the chance for arms reduction that he wants and that Presiqent Reagan wants. So there will not be any secret message or new initiative or proposal of that nature that I would be carry ing • 
# _ 

-MR. KALBUS: What do you expect from the Kohl-Andropov meeting? 
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